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Story

Magical adventures with a white unicorn!

• Secret Bestseller: More than 180,000 copies of the 8 titles sold by now!

• Strong topics: Unicorns and Friendship

• Magical adventures ideal for first independent reading or Story Time as Quality Time together with

the family!

• Translation rights only granted to China!

Jana feels that there is something special about Silverwind. He is a unicorn. But only Jana can see the silver

horn on his snow-white forehead, and only she can talk to him. Together with their friend Jörgo, they go on

many fantastic adventures.

What happens in Volume 10:

During an excursion to the forest lake, Jana and her friends discover three mermaids in the water. They are

desperate as they cannot leave the lake without being seen by humans. Even the smart unicorn Silverwind

is at his wit’s end. But Jana’s new friend Merian, who has got special skills herself, has an idea …
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Sandra Grimm was born in 1974 in Northern Germany. Already as a child she loved to invent stories and

owned a real washcloth dog that she took everywhere. Today she works at a small company where she still

invents her stories and writes about that dog and many other little animal friends.

More titles in this series

Silverwind - Adventures in the

Enchanted Forest (Vol. 5 & 6)

Silverwind - The Mystery of the

Magical Horses (Vol. 3 & 4)

Silverwind - Magic of

Friendship (Vol. 1& 2)

Silverwind - Enchanted Mirror

(Vol. 1)

Silverwind - Magical Fire

Mountain (Vol. 2)

Silverwind - Four Wild Horses

(Vol. 3)
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Silverwind - Stormcloud’s

Secret (Vol. 4)

Silverwind - Enchanted Ice

Princess (Vol. 5)

Silverwind - Secret Enchanted

Castle (Vol. 6)
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